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soda.
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ingredients
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own drink
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Health and Innovation

Juices and
Soft Drinks

The world market for non-alcoholic
beverages never ceases to amaze
with new proposals with which
manufacturers
adapt
to
the
expectations of a consumer who is
changing their habits, to follow a
healthier diet and, at the same time,
is hungry for innovation .
This, together with the new
technologies
applied
in
the
processes, is setting up a rich
panorama of varieties in juices and
soft drinks.
The reformulation of recipes and
ingredients, reducing or eliminating
sugar, and the launch of healthier,
ecological and premium varieties
are the innovation engines of
refreshing drinks and juices to
revitalize consumption.

Fernando Nevado
CEO JAIA

CANNED SOFT DRINKS
AND JUICES

SOFT DRINKS
Thanks to the years of searching for the best components for a perfect formula, our beverages are distinctive in
their flavor and maintain the essence of traditional flavors.
They are essentially drinks made from concentrated juices, aromas and bubbles, which gives them a strong natural
character with fun and delicious flavors. Our soft drinks surprise consumers by their intensity and refreshing
qualities, from the first to the last.

Packaging

33 cl -packs 6uds -24 uds

Fruit Flavors

Red Fruits

Mango

Pineapple

Cola Drinks

Orange

Tonic Water

Apple

Red Fruits

Orange
25 cl -packs 24 uds

CANNED JUICES
We ensure that the highest quality standards are met throughout the whole production process, from the sourcing
of especially selected Spanish grown fruits through to processing, control and packaging. Our canned juices are in
popular demand among young people who relish their refreshing taste and modern form whilst still gaining
nutritional benefits. It´s practical canned format allows you to take it wherever you want, without the packaging
going rusty or the product losing its properties, so you can enjoy this fantastic product wherever you want...

Packaging

33 cl -packs 6uds -24 uds

Fruit Flavors

Orange

Pineapple

Multifruit

Mango

ENERGY DRINKS
Our energy drink, made from a unique combination of ingredients, is the best way to regain strength and recover
physical and mental energy. It is a high quality product with a completely balanced ingredient composition. We
at JAIA recommend not to mix caffeinated energy drinks with alcohol and that its consumption should be avoided
by the following groups: pregnant women, breastfeeding mothers, children, people sensitive to caffeine, people
with heart diseases or neurological disorders. We also recommend not to consume energy drinks to replenish
fluids and/or whilst participating in any intense physical activity...

Packaging

packs-24 uds

500 ml./50 cl.

250 ml./25 cl.

JUICES IN BRICK

JUICES IN BRICK
Our juices and nectars are made from concentrated pure fruit juices, with either no added sugar, or with a reduced
sugar content. We specialize in extracting the very best kept properties out of fruit, from the most pleasurable tastes
and aroma to the most nutritious characteristics for our health. We aren´t just interested in producing nice tasting
and attractive looking products, but also ones which are beneficial for our bodies, that supply us with the vitamins
and energy necessary to keep up with today’s fast paced modern lifestyle. Our wide variety of juices without added
sugars are an excellent option for a balanced diet, and are particularly suitable for people with an increased risk of
diabetes and obesity, as well as for those who simply want to follow a healthy eating lifestyle...

Packaging

1l. -packs 12 uds

SPARKLING JUICES

SPARKLING JUICES
Following consumer trends, JAIA, have pioneered in the development of a new concept, combining selected juices
with carbonated water sourced from the Pyrenees Mountains. Our sparkling juices are all natural with nothing
artificial. A make-up of pure fruit juice and a splash of sparkling water, this easy drinking product is available with
a juice content of 50% and 100%, contains no preservatives, and is gluten free. Its non-alcoholic content makes
this high quality product the best way to celebrate any event in a healthy manor...
0.0% Alcohol-Fruits: red grape, white grape, pink grape and apple

750 ml. -packs 6 uds

Sustainability with
the Environment
100% recyclable containers, that is, the
entire container is recyclable.
That the manufacturing materials of the
packages are of plant origin. Some
manufacturers are incorporating this
option that is currently around 60% but in
the future will be above 80%.
And that in the process of manufacturing
the packaging reduce polluting emissions

Environmental
Innovation
Work is currently being carried out on
new juice containers, biodegradable and
with antioxidant properties (which extend
the shelf life of the food it contains); a
container made from sugars and other
residues rich in carbon, nitrogen and
oxygen existing in the wastewater of the
juice industries themselves.
The bet is clear: provide solutions
sustainable
to
the
environmental
problems of the industries of juices, based
on the principle of finding value for waste,
transforming them into new materials for
use, with new functionalities.

The New
Trends in Juice
and Soft Drink
Packaging

Design,
Manufacture &
Packaging for
Third parties
Co-Packing
If you want to outsource your production,
either because you want to expand your
product portfolio or because you lack the
infrastructure and / or the technical
knowledge necessary to carry out what fits
your business vision, there is no problem!
In JAIA we offer the possibility to other
Manantiales to undertake a CO-PACKING
project together, we can be your COPACKER.

white brands
and DB
In addition to marketing our own brands,
at JAIA we support white brands and
distribution brands (DB). If you are a chain
of the Great Distribution, a marquis
distributor or a chain of restoration, we can
develop the product and the format under
the specifications that you require.

There is also the possibility of creating your
own brand or using an existing one to
work exclusively with a client or market.
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DELEGACIONES NACIONALES
Badajoz, Madrid, Sevilla y Murcia
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UE-EUROPA: Portugal (Santarem), Rusia (Moscú), Georgia (Poti) y Uzbekistan (Tashkent)
AMÉRICA: Colombia (Bogotá), México (Mérida-Yucatán) y Chile(Santiago)

